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Customers, First, L
"I'll buy that!"
That's a pretty common phi

meaning in it.it means that whe
that what he's buying . an ide
will do the job for him. It mear
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that will keep our customers say
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customers to move around the
and choose the best cloth avai
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"Let Georg
Cur nomination for the numb

George. Cur distinguished, yet
has many qualifications. His chi<
to keep the world turning witho

While we are making nomir
our favorite candidate with th
George Do It". There is little
why, he has been doing it for ye

Let's look at the record. Gc<
nation's highways since 1900 and
their lives in automobile accidei
Red China when the Chinese rr
hand clutched the handle of the
aiciaiorsnip into power. Yes, t.
He is our favorite son because he
ties and make up our minds for
he has a positive attitude that al
or wrong. George is quite a gu

We of Clinton and Lvdia hav
generosity in our accident preve
time we balked at the bitter fla>
bungler, unworthy of leadershi
fate. It is time we decided to dc
CJeorge out.

"Patience - - A V
It has been said, "You can ac<

patience. Water can even be c£
until it freezes."

This idea has been express
r»r»nnlf
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William Penn "Patience
removes mountains."

Benjamin Franklin "He wl
what he will."

J. G. Holland, well-known \

century . "There is no great
result of patience working and

As the world becomes more
and industrialized, people have
gether. In the busy world in wh
are more likely to become fray<

Impatience while working or
streets and highways can result
Whereas, impatience c.ten gives
the home, in the church and o

Often, friendships are broken
are hasty in passing judgments

In short, patience is of treme
in their everyday lives. Howe
back and wait for his goals an

matically. Yet, if one combi
patience, he can, within reasor
achieve success in life.
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voting machine that brough
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QUESTION: What

During Vacal
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5 Joe Spillers:
My family and I plan to

i spend a lew clays at ihe beach
t and a few days in the moun5tains.
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* Horace "Bo" Brown:
My plans are to work on

my home which I recently
s purchased from Lvdia Cotton
1 Mills.
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Sixth Grade
Pearl Cobb
J. W. Davis

e Peggy Grady
« Johnny Lanford

Linda White
Susan Word

s
Fifth Grade
Karen Hanna

l, Delmar Lawson
Tommy Lawson
Arty Sanders

e
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ci Joe Fuller
). Priscilla Gaskins

Warren Goss
f* Peggy Grady

Kay Hinson
e Patsy Landers

Johnny Lanford
Susan Word

n Joyce Wyatt
Earnest Black well

n
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Sixth Grade
Shirley Poison

h Fifth Grade
Sylvia Estes
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uquiring
Photographer
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Do Yon Plan To Do

ion Week???
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Blanch Creswell:
This is one vacation which

I plan to spend at home and ^
rest. Mrs. Creswell is a char- n

ter member of the Clinton ^
Mills Old Timers Cluh
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Wofford Kelly: t(

At the present my plans c.
are to work. n

PROVIDENCE SCHOOL
LS WHO MAINTAINED AN A-AVER;

Fourth Grade S
Francis Cooper
Kathryn Moore
Thomas Brinkley
Martha White
Barbara Meeks

Third Grade F
Steve Grady
Patricia Amnions
Sherry Armstrong
Edna Birchmore
Shirley Hinson
Sandy Huffstetler

PERFECT ATTENDANCE

Jcanette Godfrey
Mitchell Wigley
Claude Grady
Martha Hughey
Harvey Shumate
Wayne Hairston
Terry Crawford
Freddie Fuller

(Has never missed a day of
school)

Donnie Fuller
Donna Brown

MOST IMPROVED WRITING

Fourth Grade I
Donald Snider

Third Grade 1
Billy Brinkley

1

JUNE. 1959
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"Some people boast they

:an trace their ancestors back
'or centuries, yet they don't
mow where their kids were
:he night before!"
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va Land:
I plan to attend Sherwood
L'hool of Music in Chicago,
lso 1 plan to take two of
iv pupils, Judy Laney and
rcnda Fallaw.
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urman Bratcher:
My wife made plans for us

} go to Myrtle Beach, you
an rest assured those are

ly plans also.

\GE

econd Grade
Kathy Harvey
Michael Johnson
Philip Moore
Jimmie Neal
Terry Patterson

irst Grade
Julian Bryan
Steve Fennell
Lynn Jenkins
Lynn McGee
David Roberts
Brenda llinson
Michael Threat

Barbara Meeks
Martha White
Patricia Godfrey
Pat Harris
Shirley Harris
Floyd Ballew
Loraine Cothran
John Deyton
Wells Goss
Michael Johnson
Garv Morris
Pearl Sherfield
Ricky Blackwell

second Grade
Ronnie Abercrombie

1st Grade.Mrs. Brown's Section
Ricky Blackwell

1st Grade.Mrs. Ballard's Section
Lynn McGee


